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Strongly FP-injective and strongly �at functors

Mao, Lixin (�)

Abstract – A functor F 2 (mod-R, Ab) is called strongly FP-injective if F is isomorphic

to some functor � ˝ M in (mod-R, Ab) with M an FP-injective left R-module.

A functor G 2 ((mod-R)op, Ab) is said to be strongly �at if G is isomorphic to

some functor .�; N / in ((mod-R)op, Ab) with N a �at right R-module. We study

the properties of strongly FP-injective functors and explore the relationship between

strongly FP-injective functors and strongly �at functors. Precovers and preenvelopes

by strongly FP-injective and strongly �at functors are also investigated.
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1. Introduction

Given a ring R, denote by mod-R the category of �nitely presented right R-mod-

ules, the two functor categories (mod-R, Ab) and ((mod-R)op, Ab) with values

in the category Ab of abelian groups have received extensive attention since the

1960s. Particularly they play important roles in the investigation of the model

theory of modules and the representation theory of Artinian algebras (see e.g.

[1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 14, 17, 20, 22, 23]). Strikingly, Herzog has developed a gen-

eral theory for the category (mod-R, Ab) and ((mod-R)op, Ab) for any ring R

(see [15, 16]).

It is well known that both (mod-R, Ab) and ((mod-R)op, Ab) are locally �nitely

presented Grothendieck additive categories. There is a full and faithful right exact

functor from the category R-Mod of left R-modules to (mod-R, Ab), which is

given by the ruleM ! �˝M . Similarly, the functor given byM ! .�;M/ from
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the category Mod-R of right R-modules to ((mod-R)op, Ab) is a full and faithful

left exact functor. In this paper, we are interested in investigating the objects of

the functor category (mod-R, Ab) which correspond to the FP-injective left R-

modules via the above right exact functor and the objects of the functor category

((mod-R)op, Ab) which correspond to the �at right R-modules via the above left

exact functor. This paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, we �rst introduce the concept of strongly FP-injective functors

in (mod-R, Ab). Some basic properties of strongly FP-injective functors are ob-

tained. For example, we prove that � ˝ M is a strongly FP-injective functor in

(mod-R, Ab) if and only if for every exact sequence 0 ! M ! N ! L ! 0

of left R-modules and every �nitely presented functor G 2 (mod-R, Ab), the in-

duced morphism ŒG;� ˝ N� ! ŒG;� ˝ L� is an epimorphism. We also prove

that the class of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab) is closed under ex-

tensions, direct sums, direct products and pure subfunctors. Then we explore the

relationship between strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab) and strongly

�at functors in ((mod-R)op, Ab) in the sense of [7]. It is shown that a functor

F in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is strongly �at if and only if FC is strongly FP-injective in

(mod-R, Ab). Finally we give some characterizations of left coherent rings and von

Neumann regular rings in terms of strongly FP-injective and strongly �at functors.

Section 3 is devoted to precovers and preenvelopes by strongly FP-injective

and strongly �at functors. We �rst obtain that

(1) the class of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab) is a preenveloping

class;

(2) if R is a left coherent ring, then the class of strongly FP-injective functors in

(mod-R, Ab) is a covering class;

(3) R is a left coherent ring if and only if the class of strongly �at functors in

((mod-R)op, Ab) is a preenveloping class.

Then we obtain that

(1) a right R-module homomorphism A
f

�! B is a �at precover (resp. cover)

of B in Mod-R if and only if .�; A/
.�;f /
����! .�; B/ is a strongly �at precover

(resp. cover) of .�; B/ in ((mod-R)op, Ab);

(2) a left R-module homomorphism A
f

�! B is an FP-injective preenvelope

(resp. envelope) of A in R-Mod if and only if � ˝ A
�˝f
���! � ˝ B is a

strongly FP-injective preenvelope (resp. envelope) of �˝A in (mod-R, Ab).
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Finally, for a left coherent ring R, it is shown that

(1) if f WA ! B is a strongly FP-injective preenvelope of a functorA in (mod-R,

Ab), then f CWBC ! AC is a strongly �at precover of AC in ((mod-R)op,

Ab); the converse holds if R is a left Noetherian ring;

(2) if gWC ! D is a strongly �at preenvelope of a functor C in ((mod-R)op, Ab),

then gCWDC ! CC is a strongly FP-injective precover of CC in (mod-R,

Ab); the converse holds if R is a right perfect ring.

Throughout this paper, R is an associative ring with identity and all mod-

ules are unitary. The character module HomZ.M;Q=Z/ of an R-module M is

denoted byMC. Given R-modulesM and N , we use the abbreviation .M;N/ WD

HomR.M;N/. We denote Mod-R (resp. R-Mod) for the category of right (resp.

left) R-modules. If F and G are objects of (mod-R, Ab) or ((mod-R)op, Ab), then

the set of morphisms [F;G] consists of the natural transformations from F to G.

We next recall some known notions needed in the sequel.

A sequence of functors F
�
! G

�
! H in (C, Ab) with C a skeletally small

additive category is called exact if for every A 2 C, the corresponding sequence

of abelian groups F.A/
�A
! G.A/

�A
! H.A/ is exact.

A functor X of (C, Ab) with C a skeletally small additive category is called

�nitely presented if ŒX;�� commutes with direct limits, equivalently, there is an

exact sequence .A;�/ ! .B;�/ ! X ! 0 with A and B in C.

An exact sequence 0 ! X ! Y ! Z ! 0 in (C, Ab) with C a skeletally

small additive category is called pure [6] if it induces an exact sequence of abelian

groups 0 ! ŒP; X� ! ŒP; Y � ! ŒP; Z� ! 0 for every �nitely presented functor

P of (C, Ab). In this case, X ! Y is called a pure monomorphism and Y ! Z a

pure epimorphism.

A functor F of (C, Ab) with C a skeletally small additive category is said to be

FP-injective if Ext1ŒX; F � D 0 for every �nitely presented functor X 2 (C, Ab).

By [17, Lemma 1.3], A functor F of (mod-R, Ab) is FP-injective if and only if F

is isomorphic to � ˝M of (mod-R, Ab) for some left R-module M .

For unexplained concepts, we refer the reader to [10, 11, 13, 17, 21, 25, 26].

2. De�nition and general results

Recall that a left R-module M is FP-injective [24] or absolutely pure [19] if

Ext1.N;M/ D 0 for every �nitely presented left R-moduleN , equivalently, every

exact sequence 0 ! M ! N ! L ! 0 of left R-modules is pure.
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Definition 2.1. Given a ring R, a functor F 2 (mod-R, Ab) is called strongly

FP-injective if F is isomorphic to some functor � ˝M in (mod-R, Ab) with M

an FP-injective left R-module.

Remark 2.2. Any strongly FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab) is clearly

FP-injective, but the converse is not true. For example, the functor � ˝ Z in

(mod-Z, Ab) is FP-injective but is not strongly FP-injective since Z is not an

FP-injective Z-module.

Proposition 2.3. Let � ˝M 2 (mod-R, Ab). Then the following conditions

are equivalent:

(1) � ˝M is a strongly FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab);

(2) for every exact sequence 0 ! M ! N ! L ! 0 of left R-modules and

every �nitely presented functor G 2 (mod-R, Ab), the induced morphism

ŒG;� ˝ N� ! ŒG;� ˝ L� is an epimorphism.

Proof. .1/ H) .2/: Since M is an FP-injective left R-module, the exact

sequence 0 ! M ! N ! L ! 0 of left R-modules is pure and so we get

the exact sequence 0 ! � ˝M ! � ˝N ! � ˝ L ! 0 in (mod-R, Ab). Thus

for every �nitely presented functor G 2 (mod-R, Ab), we have the induced exact

sequence

ŒG;� ˝N� �! ŒG;� ˝ L� �! Ext1ŒG;� ˝M� D 0:

So the morphism ŒG;� ˝N� ! ŒG;� ˝ L� is an epimorphism.

.2/ H) .1/: It is enough to show that any exact sequence

(�) 0 �! M �! N
g

�! L �! 0

of left R-modules is pure. If A is any �nitely presented left R-module and A
f
! L

is any left R-module homomorphism, then there exists the exact sequence

Rm �! Rn �! A �! 0

with m; n 2 N, which induces the exact sequence in (mod-R, Ab):

� ˝Rm �! � ˝Rn �! � ˝ A �! 0:

Since � ˝Rm Š .Rm;�/ and � ˝Rn Š .Rn;�/ in (mod-R, Ab), we have � ˝A

is a �nitely presented functor in (mod-R, Ab). So there exists ˇW � ˝A ! � ˝N
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such that the following diagram is commutative:

� ˝ A
ˇ

yy

�˝f

��

� ˝N
�˝g

// � ˝ L:

Now we have ˇ D � ˝ h for some left R-module morphism hWA ! N . Thus

� ˝ f D .� ˝ g/ˇ D .� ˝ g/.� ˝ h/ D � ˝ .gh/:

Hence f D gh. So (�) is a pure exact sequence. Thus M is FP-injective and so

� ˝M is strongly FP-injective in (mod-R, Ab).

Proposition 2.4. The class of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab)

is closed under extensions, direct sums, direct products and pure subfunctors.

Proof. Let 0 ! � ˝ M ! G ! � ˝ L ! 0 be an exact sequence in

(mod-R, Ab) with �˝M and �˝L strongly FP-injective. ThenG is FP-injective

by [18, Proposition 2.3(1)]. Let G D � ˝ N . Then we get the exact sequence

0 ! M ! N ! L ! 0 of left R-modules. So N is FP-injective since M and L

are FP-injective. Hence G is a strongly FP-injective functor.

Let ¹� ˝ Miº be a family of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab).

Then
`

.�˝Mi/ Š �˝
`

Mi and
Q

.�˝Mi/ Š �˝
Q

Mi by [25, Lemma 13.2].

Note that
`

Mi and
Q

Mi are FP-injective. So
`

.� ˝Mi / and
Q

.� ˝Mi / are

strongly FP-injective functors.

Let F be a pure subfunctor of a strongly FP-injective functor � ˝ M in

(mod-R, Ab). Then for any �nitely presented functor G in (mod-R, Ab), the pure

exact sequence 0 ! F ! � ˝M ! H ! 0 induces the exact sequence

ŒG;� ˝M� �! ŒG;H� �! Ext1ŒG; F � �! Ext1ŒG;� ˝M� D 0:

Since ŒG;� ˝M� ! ŒG;H� is epic, Ext1ŒG; F � D 0. Thus F D � ˝N for some

left R-module N . Hence N may be viewed as a pure submodule of M and so is

FP-injective. Thus F is a strongly FP-injective functor.

Recall that a functor of ((mod-R)op, Ab) is �at if it is isomorphic to a direct

limit of �nitely generated projective functors, or equivalently, it is isomorphic to

.�;M/ for some right R-module M by [6, Theorem 1.4]. In [7], Crivei called

a �at functor .�; Z/ of ((mod-R)op, Ab) strongly �at if for every morphism

g�W .�; Y / ! .�; Z/ in ((mod-R)op, Ab) such that gWY ! Z is an epimorphism in
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Mod-R, and for every �nitely presented object P of ((mod-R)op, Ab), the induced

abelian group homomorphism ŒP; .�; Y /� ! ŒP; .�; Z/� is an epimorphism.

By [7, Theorem 4.1], a functor F of ((mod-R)op, Ab) is strongly �at if and only if

F is isomorphic to some functor .�;M/ in ((mod-R)op, Ab) with M a �at right

R-module.

We now discuss the relationship between strongly FP-injective functors in

(mod-R, Ab) and strongly �at functors in ((mod-R)op, Ab).

Let F be an additive functor from an additive category C to Ab. We denote

by FC the character functor from C
op to Ab, de�ned by FC.M/ D .F.M//C

for any M 2 C. There is a standard morphism ıF WF ! FCC de�ned by

.ıF /M .x/.�/ D �.x/ for any M 2 C, x 2 F.M/; � 2 FC.M/.

Proposition 2.5. A functor F in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is strongly �at if and only

if FC is strongly FP-injective in (mod-R, Ab).

Proof. H) . Let F D .�;M/ 2 ((mod-R)op, Ab) with M a �at right

R-module. Then MC is an FP-injective left R-module and so � ˝ MC is

a strongly FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab). By [5, Lemma 2], we have

.�;M/C Š � ˝MC 2 (mod-R, Ab). Thus FC D .�;M/C is a strongly FP-in-

jective functor in (mod-R, Ab).

(H . Since FC is an FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab), F is a �at functor in

((mod-R)op, Ab) by [18, Proposition 2.9(2)]. Let F D .�; N / 2 ((mod-R)op, Ab).

Then FC D .�; N /C Š � ˝ NC 2 (mod-R, Ab) by [5, Lemma 2]. So NC

is an FP-injective left R-module by hypothesis. Thus N is a �at right R-module

by [12, Theorem 2.1]. Hence F is a strongly �at functor in ((mod-R)op, Ab).

As a consequence of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, we have the following result.

Corollary 2.6 (cf. [7], Theorem 3.2). The class of strongly �at functors in

((mod-R)op, Ab) is closed under extensions, direct limits, pure subfunctors and

pure quotients.

Proof. Let

0 �! A �! B �! C �! 0

be an exact sequence in ((mod-R)op, Ab) with A and C strongly �at. Then we

obtain the exact sequence

0 �! CC �! BC �! AC �! 0

in (mod-R, Ab). Note thatAC andCC are strongly FP-injective by Proposition 2.5.

So BC is strongly FP-injective by Proposition 2.4. Thus B is strongly �at.
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Let ..�;Mi//i2I be any direct system in ((mod-R)op, Ab) with each .�;Mi/ a

strongly �at functor. Then lim
�!
.�;Mi/ Š .�; lim

�!
Mi /. Since lim

�!
Mi is a �at right

R-module, lim
�!
.�;Mi/ is a strongly �at functor.

Let

0 �! F �! G �! H �! 0

be a pure exact sequence in ((mod-R)op, Ab) with G strongly �at. Then we obtain

the split exact sequence

0 �! HC �! GC �! FC �! 0

in (mod-R, Ab) by [23, Theorem 2]. Since GC is strongly FP-injective by Propo-

sition 2.5, FC and HC are strongly FP-injective by Proposition 2.4. Thus F and

H are strongly �at.

Next we characterize several important rings in terms of strongly FP-injective

and strongly �at functors.

Theorem 2.7. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) R is a left coherent ring;

(2) the class of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab) is closed under

direct limits;

(3) the class of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab) is closed under

pure quotients;

(4) a functor F of (mod-R, Ab) is strongly FP-injective if and only if FC is

strongly �at in ((mod-R)op, Ab);

(5) a functor F of (mod-R, Ab) is strongly FP-injective if and only if FCC is

strongly FP-injective in (mod-R, Ab);

(6) a functor F of ((mod-R)op, Ab) is strongly �at if and only if FCC is strongly

�at in ((mod-R)op, Ab);

(7) the class of strongly �at functors in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is closed under direct

products.

Proof. .1/ H) .2/: Let .� ˝ Mi /i2I be any direct system in (mod-R, Ab)

with each �˝Mi a strongly FP-injective functor. Then lim
�!
.�˝Mi/ Š �˝lim

�!
Mi .

By [24, Theorem 3.2], lim
�!

Mi is FP-injective. So lim
�!
.� ˝ Mi / is a strongly

FP-injective functor.
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.2/ H) .1/: Let .Mi /i2I be any direct system in R-Mod with each Mi an

FP-injective left R-module. Then � ˝ lim
�!

Mi Š lim
�!
.� ˝Mi / is strongly FP-in-

jective. Thus lim
�!

Mi is FP-injective and so R is a left coherent ring by [24, Theo-

rem 3.2].

.1/ H) .3/: Let 0 ! A ! � ˝ M ! C ! 0 be any pure exact se-

quence in (mod-R, Ab) with � ˝ M a strongly FP-injective functor. Then A is

a strongly FP-injective functor by Proposition 2.4. Let A D �˝N:By [18, Propo-

sition 2.3(1)], C is an FP-injective functor. Let C D � ˝L. Then we get the pure

exact sequence 0 ! N ! M ! L ! 0 of left R-modules. By [26, 35.9], L is an

FP-injective left R-module. So C is a strongly FP-injective functor.

.3/ H) .1/: Let 0 ! K ! M ! N ! 0 be any pure exact sequence of

left R-modules withM an FP-injective leftR-module. Then we get the pure exact

sequence 0 ! � ˝K ! � ˝M ! � ˝N ! 0 in (mod-R, Ab). Thus � ˝N is

a strongly FP-injective functor and so N is an FP-injective left R-module. Thus

R is a left coherent ring by [26, 35.9].

Conversely, if F D � ˝M is a strongly FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab),

then .� ˝M/C Š .�;MC/. Note thatMC is a �at right R-module by [26, 35.9].

So .� ˝M/C is a strongly �at functor.

.4/ H) .1/: If FC is a strongly �at functor, then F is an FP-injective functor

by [18, Proposition 2.9(1)]. Let F D � ˝N . Then .� ˝N/C Š .�; NC/. So NC

is a �at right R-module and hence N is an FP-injective left R-module. Therefore

F is strongly FP-injective.

.4/ H) .5/: If F is strongly FP-injective, then FC is strongly �at. So FCC is

strongly FP-injective by Proposition 2.5.

Conversely, if FCC is strongly FP-injective, then, by Proposition 2.5, also FC

is strongly �at. So F is strongly FP-injective by (4).

.5/ H) .6/: If F 2 .mod � R/op is strongly �at, then FC is strongly FP-in-

jective by Proposition 2.5. Thus FCCC is strongly FP-injective by (5). So FCC is

strongly �at by Proposition 2.5.

Conversely, if FCC is strongly �at, then FCCC is strongly FP-injective by

Proposition 2.5. So FC is strongly FP-injective by (5). Thus F is strongly �at by

Proposition 2.5.
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.6/ H) .7/: Let ¹.�;Mi/º be a family of strongly �at functors in

((mod-R)op, Ab). Then
`

.�;Mi/ is strongly �at by Corollary 2.6. So

.
`

.�;Mi//
CC is strongly �at by (6). Note that

�
`

.�;Mi/
�CC

Š
�

Q

.�;Mi /
C

�C
.

Thus .
Q

.�;Mi/
C/C is strongly �at. Since

`

.�;Mi/
C is a pure subfunctor of

Q

.�;Mi/
C by [23, p.354], the exact sequence

�

Y

.�;Mi/
C

�C

�!
�

a

.�;Mi/
C

�C

�! 0

is split by [23, Theorem 2]. Hence
Q

.�;Mi/
CC Š .

`

.�;Mi/
C/C is strongly �at

by Corollary 2.6. Since Mi is a pure submodule of MCC

i , .�;Mi / is a pure sub-

functor of .�;MCC

i /. Note that .�;MCC

i / Š .�;Mi/
CC. Thus

Q

.�;Mi/ is a pure

subfunctor of
Q

.�;Mi/
CC, and so

Q

.�;Mi / is strongly �at by Corollary 2.6.

.7/ H) .1/: Let ¹Miº be a family of �at right R-modules. Then
Q

.�;Mi/

is strongly �at by (7). Since .�;
Q

Mi / Š
Q

.�;Mi/, .�;
Q

Mi / is strongly �at.

Thus
Q

Mi is a �at rightR-module. SoR is a left coherent ring by [26, 26.6].

Gruson and Jensen [14, 1.2] characterized the injective objects of (mod-R, Ab)

as the functors isomorphic to some � ˝M with M a pure-injective left R-mod-

ule. Thus a left R-module M is injective if and only if the functor � ˝ M in

(mod-R, Ab) is both injective and strongly FP-injective.

Although an injective functor in (mod-R, Ab) is always FP-injective, an injec-

tive functor in (mod-R, Ab) need not be strongly FP-injective in general. For ex-

ample, sinceQ=Z is not a �atZ-module, .Q=Z/C is not an FP-injectiveZ-module.

So the injective functor � ˝ .Q=Z/C in (mod-Z, Ab) is not strongly FP-injective.

Conversely, a strongly FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab) need not be injec-

tive in general. For instance, let R be the endomorphism ring of a right in�nite-

dimensional vector space over a division ring. Then R is a von Neumann regular

ring but is not left self-injective. So the functor � ˝R in (mod-R, Ab) is strongly

FP-injective but is not injective since RR is not a pure-injective left R-module.

The following results further clarify the relationship among these functors.

Proposition 2.8. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) R is a von Neumann regular ring;

(2) every functor in (mod-R, Ab) is strongly FP-injective;

(3) every FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab) is strongly FP-injective;

(4) every injective functor in (mod-R, Ab) is strongly FP-injective;

(5) every functor in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is strongly �at;

(6) every �at functor in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is strongly �at;

(7) every projective functor in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is strongly �at.
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Proof. .1/ H) .2/: Let F 2 (mod-R, Ab). Then F D � ˝ M by [18,

Theorem 2.17]. Note that any left R-module is FP-injective. So F is strongly

FP-injective.

.2/ H) .3/ H) .4/ and .5/ H) .6/ H) .7/ are trivial.

.4/ H) .1/: Let M be any right R-module. Then � ˝ MC is an injective

functor in (mod-R, Ab) and so is strongly FP-injective. ThusMC is FP-injective.

So M is �at. Hence R is a von Neumann regular ring.

.1/ H) .5/: Let F 2 ((mod-R)op, Ab). Then F D .�; N / by [4, Proposi-

tion 4.1]. Since N is �at, F is strongly �at.

.7/ H) .1/: LetM be any �nitely presented right R-module. Then .�;M/ is

a projective functor in (mod-R, Ab) and so is strongly �at. ThusM is �at. Hence

R is a von Neumann regular ring.

Proposition 2.9. Let R be a ring. Then

(1) R is a left Noetherian ring if and only if every strongly FP-injective functor

in (mod-R, Ab) is injective;

(2) R is a right perfect ring if and only if every strongly �at functor in

((mod-R)op, Ab) is projective.

Proof. (1) R is left Noetherian if and only if every FP-injective leftR-module

is (pure-)injective if and only if every strongly FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab)

is injective.

(2) R is right perfect if and only if every �at right R-module is (pure-)projec-

tive if and only if every strongly �at functor in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is projective.

3. Precovers and preenvelopes by strongly FP-injective and strongly �at

functors

Let A be any category and B a class of objects in A. Recall from [9, 11] that a

morphism �WB ! A in A is a B-precover of A if B 2 B and, for any morphism

f WB
0

! A with B
0

2 B, there is a morphism gWB
0

! B such that �g D f .

A B-precover �WB ! A is called a B-cover of A if every endomorphism

gWB ! B such that �g D � is an isomorphism. The class B is called a pre-

covering class (resp. covering class) if every object in A has a B-precover (resp.

B-cover). Dually we have the de�nitions of B-(pre)envelopes and (pre)enveloping

classes.B-covers (B-envelopes) may not exist in general, but if they exist, they are

unique up to isomorphism.
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It is known that the class of strongly �at functors in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is a

covering class by the proof of [7, Corollary 4]. Here we have

Proposition 3.1. Let R be a ring.

(1) The class of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab) is a preenveloping

class.

(2) If R is a left coherent ring, then the class of strongly FP-injective functors in

(mod-R, Ab) is a covering class.

(3) R is a left coherent ring if and only if the class of strongly �at functors in

((mod-R)op, Ab) is a preenveloping class.

Proof. (1) Since the class of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab)

is closed under direct products and pure subfunctors by Proposition 2.4, it is a

preenveloping class by [8, Theorem 4.1].

(2) Since the class of strongly FP-injective functors in (mod-R, Ab) is closed

under direct limits and pure quotients by Theorem 2.7, it is a covering class

by [8, Theorem 2.4].

(3) H) . Since the class of strongly �at functors in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is closed

under direct products by Theorem 2.7 and closed under pure subfunctors by

Corollary 2.6, it is a preenveloping class by [8, Theorem 4.1].

(H . Let ¹.�;Mi/º be a family of strongly �at functors in ((mod-R)op, Ab).

By hypothesis,
Q

.�;Mi/ has a strongly �at preenvelope ˇW
Q

.�;Mi / ! .�; N /

in ((mod-R)op, Ab). Let �i W
Q

.�;Mi/ ! .�;Mi/ be the i th projection. Then

there are  i W .�; N / ! .�;Mi/ such that �i D  iˇ. Hence there is a map

�W .�; N / !
Q

.�;Mi / such that �i� D  i . So �i D  iˇ D �i�ˇ, and whence

1 D �ˇ. Thus
Q

.�;Mi/ is strongly �at in ((mod-R)op, Ab). SoR is a left coherent

ring by Theorem 2.7.

The following theorem has appeared implicitly in several papers, and the proof

is immediate.

Theorem 3.2. Let H WA ! B be a fully faithful covariant functor between

additive categories, and let C be a class of objects of A. Then

(1) M
f

�! N is an C-precover (resp. cover) of N in A if and only if

H.M/
H.f /
���! H.N/

is an H.C/-precover (resp. cover) of H.N/ in B.
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(2) M
f

�! N is an C-preenvelope (resp. envelope) of M in A if and only if

H.M/
H.f /
���! H.N/

is an H.C/-preenvelope (resp. envelope) of H.M/ in B.

Corollary 3.3. Let A
f

�! B be a right R-module homomorphism. Then

(1) A
f

�! B is a �at precover (resp. cover) of B in Mod-R if and only if

.�; A/
.�;f /
����! .�; B/

is a strongly �at precover (resp. cover) of .�; B/ in ((mod-R)op, Ab).

(2) A
f

�! B is a �at preenvelope (resp. envelope) of A in Mod-R if and only if

.�; A/
.�;f /
����! .�; B/

is a strongly �at preenvelope (resp. envelope) of .�; A/ in ((mod-R)op, Ab).

Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.2 by lettingH W Mod-R ! ((mod-R)op, Ab)

be the covariant functor given by M ! .�;M/ and C = the class of all �at right

R-modules.

Corollary 3.4. Let A
f

�! B be a left R-module homomorphism. Then

(1) A
f

�! B is an FP-injective precover (resp. cover) of B in R-Mod if and only

if � ˝ A
�˝f
���! � ˝ B is a strongly FP-injective precover (resp. cover) of

� ˝ B in (mod-R, Ab).

(2) A
f

�! B is an FP-injective preenvelope (resp. envelope) of A in R-Mod if

and only if � ˝A
�˝f
���! � ˝B is a strongly FP-injective preenvelope (resp.

envelope) of � ˝ A in (mod-R, Ab).

Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.2 by lettingH WR-Mod ! (mod-R, Ab) be

the covariant functor given byH.M/ D �˝M andC = the class of all FP-injective

left R-modules.
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Remark 3.5. Unlike the FP-injective preenvelope of a functor in

(mod-R, Ab), a strongly FP-injective preenvelope of a functor in (mod-R, Ab)

need not be a monomorphism. For example, let R D Z=4Z and M D 2R. Then

M is not an FP-injective R-module. If M
f

�! N is an FP-injective preenvelope,

then �˝M
�˝f
���! �˝N is a strongly FP-injective preenvelope of �˝M in (mod-

R, Ab) by Corollary 3.4(2). Since M is not an FP-injective R-module, � ˝ f is

not a monomorphism.

However we have the following result.

Proposition 3.6. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) R is a von Neumann regular ring;

(2) every functor in (mod-R, Ab) has a monic strongly FP-injective (pre)enve-

lope;

(3) every functor in ((mod-R)op, Ab) has an epic strongly �at (pre)cover.

Proof. .1/ H) .2/ and .1/ H) .3/ are clear by Proposition 2.8.

.2/ H) .1/: By (2), every injective functor in (mod-R, Ab) is strongly FP-in-

jective. So R is a von Neumann regular ring by Proposition 2.8.

.3/ H) .1/: By (3), every projective functor in ((mod-R)op, Ab) is strongly

�at. Thus R is a von Neumann regular ring by Proposition 2.8.

Finally, we point out that there exists some kind of duality between strongly

FP-injective (resp. strongly �at) preenvelopes and strongly �at (resp. strongly

FP-injective) precovers of functors.

For a covariant additive functor F from an additive category C to Ab and

a contravariant additive functor G from C to Ab, there is a natural isomor-

phism �F;G W ŒF; GC� ! ŒG; FC� de�ned by �F;G.!/M .x/.y/ D !M .y/.x/ for

any ! 2 ŒF; GC�;M 2 C; x 2 G.M/ and y 2 F.M/.

Theorem 3.7. Let R be a left coherent ring.

(1) If f WA ! B is a strongly FP-injective preenvelope of a functor A in

(mod-R, Ab), then the map f CWBC ! AC is a strongly �at precover ofAC in

((mod-R)op, Ab). The converse holds if R is a left Noetherian ring.

(2) If gWC ! D is a strongly �at preenvelope of a functor C in ((mod-R)op, Ab),

then the map gCWDC ! CC is a strongly FP-injective precover of CC in

(mod-R, Ab). The converse holds if R is a right perfect ring.
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Proof. (1) If f WA ! B is a strongly FP-injective preenvelope of a functor

A in (mod-R, Ab), then BC is strongly �at in ((mod-R)op, Ab) by Theorem 2.7.

For any strongly �at functor F in ((mod-R)op, Ab), FC is a strongly FP-injective

functor in (mod-R, Ab) by Proposition 2.5. So f �W ŒB; FC� ! ŒA; FC� is an

epimorphism. Consider the following commutative diagram:

ŒB; FC�
f �

//

�B;F

��

ŒA; FC�

�A;F

��

ŒF; BC�
.fC/� // ŒF; AC�:

Since �A;F and �B;F are isomorphisms, .f C/�W ŒF; BC� ! ŒF; AC� is an epimor-

phism. So f CWBC ! AC is a strongly �at precover of AC in ((mod-R)op, Ab).

Conversely we assume that R is a left Noetherian ring and f CWBC ! AC is

a strongly �at precover of AC in ((mod-R)op, Ab). For any strongly FP-injective

functor � ˝M in (mod-R, Ab) and any morphism ˛WA ! � ˝M , .� ˝M/C is

a strongly �at functor in ((mod-R)op, Ab) by Theorem 2.7. Let

�W .� ˝M/CC �! .�;MC/C �! � ˝MCC

be the natural isomorphism. Then we have the following commutative diagram:

� ˝M

�˝ıM

ww♦♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

ı�˝M

��

A
˛oo

ıA
��

f
// B

ıB
��

� ˝MCC .� ˝M/CC
�

oo ACC˛CCoo
fCC

// BCC:

By hypothesis, there exists ˇW .� ˝M/C ! BC such that f Cˇ D ˛C. Note that

M is injective and so the monomorphism M
ıM
�! MCC is split, i.e., there exists

 WMCC ! M such that ıM D 1. Thus

..� ˝ /�ˇCıB/f D .� ˝ /�ˇCf CCıA

D .� ˝ /�˛CCıA

D .� ˝ /�ı�˝M˛

D .� ˝ /.� ˝ ıM /˛

D .� ˝ .ıM //˛ D ˛:

Therefore f WA ! B is a strongly FP-injective preenvelope of A in (mod-R, Ab).
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(2) If gWC ! D is a strongly �at preenvelope of a functor C in the category

((mod-R)op, Ab), then DC is a strongly FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab) by

Proposition 2.5. For any strongly FP-injective functor G in (mod-R, Ab), GC is

strongly �at by Theorem 2.7. Thus g�W ŒD;GC� ! ŒC; GC� is an epimorphism.

Consider the following commutative diagram:

ŒG;DC�

�G;D

��

.gC/� // ŒG; CC�

�G;C

��

ŒD;GC�
g�

// ŒC; GC�:

Since �G;C and �G;D are isomorphisms, .gC/�W ŒG;DC� ! ŒG; CC� is an epi-

morphism. So gCWDC ! CC is a strongly FP-injective precover of CC in the

category (mod-R, Ab).

Conversely we assume that R is a right perfect ring and gCWDC ! CC is

a strongly FP-injective precover of CC in (mod-R, Ab). For any strongly �at

functor .�; N / in ((mod-R)op, Ab) and any morphism 'WC ! .�; N /, .�; N /C

is a strongly FP-injective functor in (mod-R, Ab) by Proposition 2.5. Let

 W .�; N /CC �! .� ˝NC/C �! .�; NCC/

be the natural isomorphism. Then we have the following commutative diagram:

.�; N /

.�;ıN /

xxqq
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

ı.�;N/

��

C
'

oo

ıC

��

g
// D

ıD
��

.�; NCC/ .�; N /CC
 

oo CCC
'CC
oo

gCC
// DCC:

By hypothesis, there exists � W .�; N /C ! DC such that gC� D 'C. Note that N

is pure-injective by [17, Example 3.19] and so the pure monomorphismN
ıN
! NCC

is split, i.e., there exists �WNCC ! N such that �ıN D 1. Hence

..�; �/ �CıD/g D .�; �/ �CgCCıC

D .�; �/ 'CCıC

D .�; �/ ı.�;N/'

D .�; �/.�; ıN /'

D .�; �ıN /' D ':

This implies that that gWC ! D is a strongly �at preenvelope of C .
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